
The Backstory … How “Frankenstein” Made its Way to Heartwood 

For one night only, Tuesday, October 3rd, Heartwood Theater will present Hampstead Stage 

Company’s touring production of “Frankenstein” - an unusual choice for Heartwood, 

resulting from a growing web of exciting theater connections between Heartwood and a 

host of young theater professionals across the states.   

This connection includes three key players:  Heartwood’s AD Griff Braley, 

Actor/Hampstead Stage AD Jay Pastucha and Actor/Author of this adaptation of 

“Frankenstein” Vincent Hannam. 

Pastucha and Hannam attended University of University of Central Florida (which boasts a 
very strong theater program), together.  Braley first encountered Pastucha in 2015, when 

he played the comical role of Ragueneau, the poetry loving pastry chef, in Heartwood’s 

production of Cyrano de Bergerac.  

Hannam first acted on the Heartwood stage in the spring of 2016 in the lead role of George 

Gibbs, in Our Town, described by local reviewers as “… utterly charming and heartbreaking 

in his understated grief.”  

The summer of 2016 found these three personalities working together on the same project, 

as both Pastucha and Hannam acted under Braley’s direction in The Tempest.   

Braley attended Hampstead’s Premiere of “Frankenstein” last fall and has maintained close 

contact with Pastucha and Hannam, as they've rewritten and restaged the production, for a 

fall tour.   

Braley finds great energy in working with these young professionals, “I’m very 
excited to promote the work of these two hardworking, passionate theater 

makers.  It’s rapidly becoming an unexpected aspect of our mission at 

Heartwood, to support up and coming artists.” 

 

Hannam, fond of the Midcoast Community says, “I’ve loved being a part of 

Heartwood and getting to know the awesome community over the past couple 

of years.  I’m happy to share ‘Frankenstein’ with them now.  I hope audiences 

can see this story in a new way - it’s the people in our lives that make us who 

we are, for better or for worse.  Obviously, we hope for the best, but it’s not 

something to take for granted.” 

Pastucha describes Heartwood as an inspirational company, “Through my 
experiences working at Heartwood, I learned how to approach classical texts 

from new perspectives, how to identify hidden gems that resonate with 

audiences of today, and how to utilize those things to challenge and inspire.  

I’ve tried to apply these things to Frankenstein, and I hope the audience will 

sense the influence Heartwood had on this piece. We’re excited to detach ourselves from 

the movie versions (of Frankenstein) everyone is used to and bring a fresh take to Mary 

Shelley’s story." 


